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places, keeping a watch on the outlets of the Frank quarter,
&c. They wear no distinguishing dress, except a round,
pointed hat of glazed pasteboard, and two sabres on the left
side of their belts, one of them large, with a double hilt, and
the other small, for close fighting. There are several hundreds
of these men, who are generally married ; they each have a
separate lodging, and are all treated with perfect equality in
this respect. The plan which the government of the Tycoon
has adopted for the arrangement of these dwellings is so
characteristic of their love of exact military organisation that
it is worth describing in detail. It consists of a group of
wooden buildings built in the shape of a long parallelogram,
showing to the street outside merely a high planked enclosure,
with low doors at regular intervals. Each of these doors
opens into a yard, which contains a small garden, a water-tank,
a cooking-range, and other offices. At the bottom of the
court, and on the saine level, is a spacious chamber, which
can be parted off into two or three rooms by means of sliding
partitions. This yard and chamber form the whole domestic

accommodation of a family of Yakonins. Each of these
parallelograms of which the streets of the quarter are composed, contains, on an average, a dozen of these dwellings,
six in a row, and back to back. The roofs of the chambers
are all of uniform height, and are covered with grey tiles. The
Yakonin quarter is a triumph of the genius of pipe-clay and
uniformity. The streets are generally deserted, for the men
spend the greater part of the day at the custom-house or on
guard, and during their absence each family keeps inside its
own enclosure, the door of which is usually shut. This does
not arise from any jealous feelings on the part of the men,
but is rather the result of the social position which custom
gives in Japan to the head of the family. The woman looks
on him as her lord and master ; in his superior presence she
devotes herself to domestic affairs, without being distracted by
the presence of a stranger, and during his absence she conducts
herself with a reserve which may be attributed less to modesty
than to the feeling of dependence and submission which
marriage entails on her.

Ten Days' 'journey in Southern Arizona.
BY WILLIAM A. BELL, B.A., M.B. CANTAB., F.R.G.S.

IF the reader will glance for a moment at a map of the western
portion of the United States—I mean that which lies west of
the Rocky Mountains—the two most southerly territories will be
found to be New Mexico and Arizona. Across the southern
portion of these regions a river, called the Rio Gila, will
be seen, passing from east to west until it reaches the Rio

Colorado.
The district lying between this river and the present
boundary line of old Mexico is often called the "Gadsden
ten million purchase," because, in 1854, it was bought from
Mexico by the United States for that number of dollars. The
boundary line at first proposed, after the war of 1848, was to
have been, for most of the distance between the Rio Grande
del Norte on the east and the Rio Colorado on the west, the
bed of the Rio Gila. But even as far back as this, the
Americans were contemplating a trans-continental railway, and
the explorations which had then been made tended to show
that the only great depression in the centre of the continent,
between the lofty chains of the Rocky Mountains and the
still grander ranges of Central America, lay a little below
the Rio Gila.
It was said, and with perfect truth, that if the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans were to rise to the height of 4,000 feet, they would
meet about the 32nd parallel of latitude in the vast plateau,
the Madre Plateau, which lies south of the Rio Gila ; while the
greater part of the continent to the northward, as well as the
plateaus of Mexico to the south, would form two huge islands
separated by thiS- strait.
In Colorado terri-tory, the greater part of which averages
from 8,000 to Io,000 feet above the sea, the Rocky Mountains
bifurcate to the southward and gradually become less and less
in height, until, on reaching the 36th parallel, they can no
longer be said to exist. Between these forks rises the Rio

Grande del Norte, discovered by the Mexicans before De Soto
saw the Mississippi, and called del Norte because it was to
them the most northern river on the continent. It crosses
the Madre Plateau, and, in fact, separates it from the Llano
Estacado and the plains of western Texas.
The Madre Platéau, then, is a vast plain, extending from
the Rio Grande on the east for three degrees westward, and
separating the Rocky Mountains from those of Mexico. In
the summer of 1867 I became a member of a very extensive
surveying party, organised by that Pacific Railway Company
which is constructing a trans-continental railway from St. Louis,
westwards through Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona,
and California to San Francisco, and it fell to my lot to cross
this plateau in my wanderings in the Far West.
Two surveying parties were entrusted with the survey and
examination of the districts south of the Gila river, each consisting thereabouts of the following : Twenty-five engineers,
made up of levellers, transit-men, topographers, draughtsmen,
axe-men, flag-men, &c. ; thirty cavalry, furnished by the
government as escort ; cooks, teamsters, strikers, &c. Seven
wagons carried the provisions and baggage, and three more
were required by the escort, so that in all each party mustered
about seventy men, including two or three native guides, ten
wagons, sixty mules, and about forty horses ; we also found it
most desirable to drive a small herd of cattle along with us, to
enable us to kill an ox once or twice a week, as occasion
required. One party was under the direction of a Mr. Runk,
the other of Mr. Eicholtz, both capital fellows, and able
men in their profession as engineers. I was attached to Mr.
Eicholtz's party, and had at my disposal, in addition to a good
riding horse, a four-mule ambulance, in which I carried my
medical stores and photographic material, for I combined both
the offices of doctor and photographer.
-
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Upon leaving the Rio Grande, and turning our course
westward, our party occupied themselves in trying to find a
practicable route as far to the north of the Madre Plateau as
possible. Several mountain spurs extend down from the north
into the plateau, and our object was to discover any short cuts
through them, while Mr. Runk's party were running a continuous
line in the more level country to the south of us. The first
obstacle we encountered on leaving the Rio Grande was
Cooke's range, and through this we discovered a fine pass ten
miles long, with easy gradients and a good supply of water ;
we then crossed a plain about forty miles wide, a continuation
northwards of the "Great" Plateau. About half way across
this plain is a large hot spring, called Ojo Caliente, which issues
from the top of a mound some thirty feet high. It is probably
the crater of an extinct volcano.
.From this point the following narrative of ten days' travel
begins. I may here add that a complete description of my
wanderings_ in these territories and Northern Mexico will
soon be published, and that Major Calhoun, the contributor
of the thrilling adventure, "The Passage of the Great Galion,
of the Colorado," which appeared in the first number of the
"Illustrated Travels," was one of my companions in this
expedition, and did not exaggerate in any respect the almost
incredible incidents there recorded.
_- --- "On Friday, October 25th, 1867, we left Ojo Caliente, and
came, in less than three miles, to a very fine spring, which
bubbled up vigorously from tlAe ground in a little basin surrounded by lofty cotton-wood trees. The water, however, was
hot, but not so hot as that we had left. Here we camped while
a reconnaissance was made in advance to discover water and
to direct the course of the survey ; for we had followed neither
road nor trail since leaving the Rio Grande. In the evening
the little party returned, and reported open country ahead, but
no .water, at least for twenty miles, the distance they had been.
It was, however, determined to fill up the water-kegs, eight in
number, each holding ten gallons, and to push forward to some
willows and cotton-wood trees about eighteen miles distant,
where we hoped by digging to find a spring. At sunrise next
morning (Saturday) we started, traversing a slightly undulating
plain, covered, as far as the eye could reach, with the most
magnificent pasturage. For five miles, as we followed a dry
valley or trough in the plain, our route passed through a
continuous grove of cactus plants, averaging from ten to
twenty feet in height. Here and there a Yucca plant, or
"Spanish bayonet," shot up its lofty stems amongst the cacti,
adding very much to the grotesqueness of this curious vegetation. The cactus groves were as thickly stocked with the
Gila "quail," a species of grouse, as a moor in Scotland with
its feathered game of a similar kind. Enormous coveys of
thirty or forty brace rose up on each side as we passed, and
ran along in front of our horses.
On reaching the willows, all our digging failed to produce
a drop of water ; so after trying several places, both up and
down the dry bed of a stream, we were obliged to put up with
a dry camp. The poor horses, as usual in such a plight,
looked the picture of misery after their dusty march, and
seemed to ask with their eyes, "Why are we forgotten ?"
We chained up the mules with extra care, and let them kick
away to their heart's content, and make the night hideous with
a chorus from their sixty dry throats. Sunday, throughout
the expedition, was generally kept as a day of rest ; but this
-
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was an anxious day to us, for, besides the mules, we had forty
horses and five oxen, and scarcely water enough for cooking
and drinking purposes. I joined the water-hunters at daybreak, and, armed with spades and picks, as well as our
carbines and "six-shooters," we directed our course towards the
Burro mountains, the next obstacle to the westward. We
had, in fact, nearly crossed the plain between Cooke's range and
these mountains, and soon entered a ravine leading up to
them. After ascending for seven miles, we were gladdened
by the sight of a little water trickling over some rocks. The
first glance satisfied me that all was right, and in a few
minutes holes were dug in the dry bed, which quickly filled
with good spring water.
The water question being thus satisfactorily arranged, a
messenger was sent back for the whole -party, while we continued our ride, for the purpose of exploring the mountains,
and of finding a cañon* supposed to cut through them near
our point of junction. We had received very conflicting
reports about this range (the Burro Mountains). At a distance
of some twenty or thirty miles it does not appear an imposing
obstacle, for it seems to consist of three mountain masses,
united by two long low ridges ; but on approaching these
ridges they turned out really to be only long undulations of the
plain, which hide from view very rough and formidable
mountains behind them. Our first surprise occurred when,
on reaching the top of the ridge, we found the real mountains
still in front of us. We pressed on, however, and after a few
more hours' riding the crest of the main range was gained,
and one of the grandest of panoramas burst into view at our
feet. To the south lay numerous isolated ranges and peaks,
whose names we did not know, stretching far into old Mexico,
and rising out of the great Madre Plateau, which lay between
us and them, like lofty rock islands from a motionless sea.
To the south-east the graceful Florida mountains retained their
usual outline, while far beyond them the curious peaks of the
Oregon range, whose fluted basaltic columns justly suggest the
name, "organ mountains," were distinctly visible near the
horizon, although situated east of the Rio Grande, more than
oo miles distant from us. Due east of us lay the range we
had left, with Cooke's Peak rising nobly from its centre, and
the exit of our pass (Palmer's Pass) distinctly visible. Still
following the circle towards the north, the confused mass of
the Miembres Mountains came into view ; then those of the
Santa Rita and Pimos Altos, semi-detached portions of the
same. Quite to the north, twenty or thirty miles distant, some
very high snow-capped mountains were conspicuous, forming
part of that great system of mountains—the Mogollon Ranges,
north of the Rio Gila, the home of the bloodthirsty Apache—
which has never yet been explored.
The elevation upon which we stood was, in fact, the
dividing ridge of the North American continent ; the little
watercourse at our feet was the first we had reached which
flowed down the slopes leading to the Pacific ; and the broad
arid plains which lay between us and our next obstacle to the
westward gave a most extensive forecast of our future course.
Nearly forty miles of almost complete desert, with little chance
of a drop of water, formed the undulating plain between us
and the next westward range—the Peloncello Mountains. To
the south-east a secondary range, called from its conical peaks
* This word is derived from the Spanish, and signifies a deep gorge
,
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the Pyramid range, filled up further south a 'part of the centre
of this vast tract. Our field of vision did not even end with
the Peloncello Mountains, for Juan Arroles, our guide, pointed
out in the dim horizon, far beyond them, the rounded peak of
Mount Graham, and the two sharp heads of the Dos Cabasas,
the most prominent landmarks in the Pino-leno range, and the
boundaries on each side of Railroad Pass. These ranges all
lay far below us ; they .evidently rose from a much lower level,
• and seemed to show, even to the eye, that the ground sloped
rapidly down towards the west. So extensive a panorama as
that which I have attempted, however feebly, to describe, could
never be witnessed in Europe, or in any country where the
atmosphere is much impregnated with moisture. For more
than one hundred miles, in almost every direction, nothing
seemed to limit the extent of our vision but the incapability of
our eyes to distinguish objects which were rendered too small
from their remoteness.
Our guide knew the cañon we were in search of, and
brought us next day directly to its head. It was not by any
means a gap in the range, but only a large and well-defined
gorge on the western side. We followed it down to the plain.
Two miles from the summit a large spring of clear cold water
flowed from beneath a perpendicular mass of rock, and formed
a stream, which we followed until the cañon, cut out by it,
became so narrow and so filled up with rocks and vegetation
that we were obliged to bear away to the right, and strike it
again lower down. The stream had disappeared in the interval,
and the cañon from this point gradually widened out, lost its
fertility, and entered the plain as a dry open valley, trending
towards the Gila, scarcely twenty miles distant. The length
of this cafion, from its head above the spring to its entrance as
a cafiada or valley on the plain, is about thirteen miles. For
half its course many large and beautiful trees adorn the path,
amongst which we recognised sycamore, a very beautiful species
of evergreen oak very much resembling holly, a black walnut
(juglans Whipplectna), rough-barked cedar (funiperzts pachyderinia), pines, pifions, acacia, cypress, mesquit (Algarobia
glandulosa), plum, and several species of cactus. An Indian
trail led through the entire length of the cation, including the
two miles of very narrow gorge, as well as over the hill, by
which route we avoided the latter ; and it was evident from the
recent pony-tracks that the red men still used it, arid were probably well acquainted with all our movements. Other signs
were recognised by our guide, such as bunches of grass tied up,
and arranged so as to point in particular directions, and were
looked upon as conclusive evidence of the activity and watchfulness of our hidden but ever-present enemies. Game was
abundant ; - two kinds of quail, black and white-tailed deer,
bear, beaver, squirrels, and hares innumerable. Extensive fires
' had burnt down the bushes and laid bare large tracts of land
all along the base of the mountains. While taking advantage
of the delay which the difficulties of the country necessitated
to enjoy a little deer-stalking and grouse shooting, Lieutenant
Lawson, who commanded our escort, and myself were attracted
during our rambles by a curious wall of rock which fringed,
like a trap-dyke, the summit of a rather lofty range of foot-hills.
On reaching the top we found that it consisted of a thick
stratum of marble, which had been tilted up vertically to the
height of from seven to twenty feet above the ground, and that
it extended for miles both ways along the hill-tops. This wall
was beautifully variegated with white, grey, and red marbles;

and presented the finest, as well as the most singular, exposure
of the kind I have ever seen. In many places through thé
mountains we found quartz ledges, giving good indications of
gold ; and near the marble wall a vein of galena cropped out,
of considerable width. Over this vein I shot a new and beautiful
species of mountain grouse. Four days were occupied in trying
to find a good pass through the range, but our efforts were
useless. We found, after surveying to the summit of the ridge
which skirted the base of the mountains, that it was 1,208 feet
higher than Ojo Caliente, twenty-three miles distant, and that
the average grade for the last three miles had exceeded 16o feet
per mile, and this, too, before the mountains themselves had
been reached. These Burro Mountains were not, as they
appeared to be; an ordinary range rising from the plain, but
the crowning ridge or summit of the great continental waterparting ; and, although they rose from a much higher base than
the ranges to the east and west of them, the slope up to their
base was not rapid enough to be distinctly apparent without
the aid of our surveyors' levels. Nothing remained for us,
therefore, but to abandon the line which we had been surveying, and to pass around the southern extremity of the range,
twenty miles distant, on the great Madre Plateau, in which
level district Mr. Runk's party was then at work.
October 3ist.---A march of seventeen miles parallel to the
mountains brought us to Soldier's Farewell, a solitary ruin
which was once a station on the mail route, during the short
time it was established along the thirty-second parallel. Two
miserable water-holes are the great source of attraction in this
place. We feared they Might have been empty, as it was the end
of the dryest season of the year, but a shower of rain early that
morning had providentially filled them partly up again. While
we looked at the thick green puddle, full of creeping things,
slime, and all sorts of abominations, from which we had to
drink, a feeling of dread for the future involuntarily crept over
U S.

The whole country had changed, for we had at last entered
that vast plateau upon the thirty-second parallel, which had so
long been considered the only practicable line for a railway
route across the continent. How thoroughly I pity the lover
of the beautiful in nature who is obliged to traverse this frightful plain from El Paso on the Rio Grande to Apache Pass.
Although the mountains were still close to us, the landscape
was as dreary as could well be conceived. At the bottom of a
hollow, caused by some broken ground, lay the two putrid
water-holes or ponds, over-looked by the tumbled-down walls of
a coralle and ranche. Before us extended an endless parchedup waste ; some places were covered with poor grass, others
were perfectly bare ; and as the wind swept over them clouds of
dust were driven along, or whirled up into the air like pillars
of smoke.
From Soldier's Farewell we marched westward to the next
water-hole, "Barney Station" (twenty-one miles), also an
uninhabited ruin like that we had left, and, if anything, more
dreary. There were no mountains near it, the land looked a
dead level on every side, and not far distant towards the south
lay what the Mexicans call a huge "playa," or dry lake. Over
such a tract you may travel fifty miles in a straight line, without
crossing a water-course. When it rains the water collects in
whatever part of the almost mathematically level flat happens
to be slightly depressed, and it often covers many square
miles of land to the depth of a foot or even less. In such
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places even the scanty grass of the desert will not grow, and
the whole earth becomes covered, as soon as the rain water
has evaporated, with a hard white shining crust resembling
cracked china, thus forming a "playa." The water-hole was
here (Barney Station) even more disgusting than those we had
left, for it served to water not only the men and stock of the
"bull trains " and troops which passed through the country, but
all the wild animals dwelling within a radius of many miles.
Flocks of birds, large and small, trooped to and fro all day
long ; it was a beautiful sight to see them all swoop down
together like a sheet of feathers, flutter for an instant over the
pool, and then flit away. At sunset might be seen at a great
distance a V shaped figure approaching from the clouds : this
would be a flock of ducks, geese, or teal coming for their
evening bath. Unhappy stags and herds of antelope would
stealthily approach, and not liking the look of the intruders
make off again. Not so the wolves and coyotes ;.those fellows
seemed to suffer frightfully from thirst, for after we had been
in camp for a few hours they would become so bold, or rather
so eager for water, that neither the whiz of our bullets about
their ears nor the crack of our rifles were able to keep them
away from the pool.
The extraordinary vividness of the " Mirage" is one of the
great peculiarities of this region. We recognised it often on
the plains of Western Kansas and elsewhere, but it is not seen
to perfection until the Madre Plateau is reached. Half an hour
after sunrise is usually the best time to watch for it ; then the
distant mountains become distorted into the most grotesque
and fairy forms. Magnified to many times their natural size,
they appear lifted into the sky, and are there cut up, sometimes
horizontally, sometinies vertically, by the peculiar magical haze
which surrounds everything. Often they looked like terraced
citadels, sometimes the phantasm takes a pillared form, and
presents to the eye mined temples like those of Greece or
Egypt. This is not only the case with the mountains, for at
a little distance everything appears distorted ; the horses are
changed into giraffes, the tents become elongated into snowcapped peaks, while the tufts of grass and the meagre scrubby
vegetation are transformed into noble forests of gigantic trees ;
every little "playa" becomes a beautiful lake, from the waters
of which are seen reflected the magical transformations
which all surrounding objects have undergone. So complete
is the delusion, that I have often remarked to a companion,
as we watched the horsemen ahead of us dashing through the
midst- of a phantom lake, in which waves, shadows, spray, and
sunlight were all portrayed to perfection, " How is it possible
thus to disbelieve one's senses in broad daylight ? "
Barney Station is 4,21r feet above the sea, and this is about
the average height of the entire plateau. During the two days'
march from our camp at the foot of the mountains we had
descended 2, 000 feet. The sun was setting, and I was just
securing a striking picture of desolation—that is, a photograph
of Barney Station in ruins, when two strange objects appeared
in sight. The one developed as it approached into a most
dilapidated and old-fashioned coach, the other into an equally
shaky spring-cart, and both were drawn by mules ; two ladies
occupied the former and half a dozen armed soldiers the latter
vehicle. The gentlemen of the party, four in number, rode on
each side of the coach, and completed the travelling " outfit."
Between the Rio Gila and the Mexican boundary, Arizona
boasts of possessing one town, Tucson, on the Santa Cruz river,

now I believe the capital of the territory. This was the destination of one of the fair travellers, a very pretty girl of sixteen,
in whose veins the fiery blood of Spain had been softened,
but not obliterated, by union with that of our own race ;
she was returning with her father, an American, having just
completed her education at St. Louis. Her companion was on
her way to join her husband at Fort Bowie, and to share with
him the anxieties and solitude of a post which guards the most
dangerous pass in Arizona—Apache Pass. We shall presently
get a glimpse of what such a life is. It is easy to fancy what
extreme pleasure the presence of our fair friends gave us.
They were just entering the most dangerous part of their
journey, where defiles had to be passed through, in which half
a dozen soldiers and four civilians were a very insufficient
escort, so that we were delighted to render them the protection
which increase of numbers afforded. On the afternoon of
November 2nd Mr. Runk's party came in sight, and completed their survey up to our camp that evening. Since parting
from us a month ago they had met with open country, and no
obstacles but Cooke's Cañon, through which their route lay.
The Apaches had succeeded in driving off half their oxen, but
beyond this all had gone well with them. Altogether we
mustered a large party at Barney Station, and notwithstanding
the mud puddle, of which we thankfully drank, and the dreariness of the place, we managed to make ourselves exceedingly
jolly. A little whiskey was discovered amongst "somebody's
luggage ;" the fatted calf, our best bullock, was killed and
cooked; and many good stories and bold adventures were told
around the camp fires.
Next morning Lieutenant Lawson, commanding the escort,
started with nine of our men and some empty wagons, to Fort
Bowie, for rations and forage ; and our new friends, with
Captain Colton, my tent mate, and myself, completed the
party by joining him also.
For twenty-one miles we traversed the level plateau, and
then entered the next range of mountains, the Peloncello range,
halting a short distance within a pass leading through it, known
as Steam's Pass. At this spot was situated the only spring to
be met with on the road. It was, however, dry on the surface,
and we had not time to deepen it. A beautiful conical mountain, Steam's Peak, forms a good land-mark for this pass and
spring. From Steam's Peak to Fort Bowie, in Apache Pass,
leading through the next mountain range (the Chi-ri-ca-hui),
the distance is thirty-six miles, without a drop of water, making
in all a " jarmada " of fifty-seven miles, without one drinking
station.
We rested until sunset at Steam's Peak, in order to avoid
the heat of the sun, and then started through the grandest
part of the pass. The moon was almost at its full, the night
was perfectly calm, and a liquid softness pervaded everything.
These mountains were infested with Indians ; and the ladies
were rather nervous, as now and then we passed through a
narrow part of the gorge, or underneath some lofty crag. To
keep them in good heart we sang songs and choruses, in which
they soon joined ; these were re-echoed again and again from
side to side. The cavalry rode in front, and the infantry
brought up the rear. Now and again the horses' hoofs would
ring out and rattle over a bed of rocks ; or the moon,
obscured behind the mountain, would suddenly throw a flood
of light over the white wagons and glistening rifles of our
party. The air had become very cool and refreshing, and
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the scenery for at least eight miles through the pass was so
grand in its rugged barrenness, that, seen at such a time,
it left an impression never to be forgotten.
A march of five hours, at the rate of four miles an hour,
brought us to the Cienega de San Simon, where, as the name
Cienega implies, there is, at some seasons of the year, a small
marsh, with a little stream running through it. We found,
as we had expected, no signs whatever of water, but plenty
of good grass ; so here we made our midnight halt.
Before daybreak next morning our fires were rekindled
and our coffee made, for we had carried wood with us from
the pass ; and before the sun had peeped over the eastern
mountains we were again on our way.
Amongst the party was the mail contractor for this road.
Twice a week a mail carrier rides from Tucson to Fort Bowie,
rob miles ; another then carries the mails on to Soldier's Farewell, 86 miles, where he meets the solitary mail carrier, who
had come from La Mesilla, 129 miles to the eastward. The
mail bags are exchanged, and each returns the way he came.
The men who thus pass unguarded backwards and forwards
through a hostile Indian country, require no small share of
reckless bravery. Their pay is high, being zoo dollars in
gold (or ,i4o) a month. The contractor told me that a year
never passed without one or more of his mail carriers being
" jumped " by the Indians, under which circumstances he
always made a point of carrying the mails himself for a
fortnight, at least, over the very section of road upon which
his man had been killed ; after which he had never any
difficulty in finding some one else sufficiently reckless to risk
his life for the ordinary remuneration.
During the latter ten miles of our march most of the
route lay through thick brushwood, composed of mesquit,
grease-weed (Obione canescens), two species of aloe, yucca, a
very large species of prickly pear, and other cacti, besides
many kinds of thorny bushes, which formed an almost
impenetrable thicket, very well adapted for an ambuscade.
Here and there my companion pointed to spots where one
or other of his mail carriers had been killed, or where he
himself had been jumped, and related how he had escaped
at this place by the speed of his horse, or at that by good
service done by his revolver. Many of his anecdotes were
most exciting, yet there was no apparent tendency towards
exaggeration ; while, on the other hand, he openly avowed
that the more you have to do with Indian warfare the more
you dread the Indians and try to keep out of their way.
"Men may be very brave at first, but the continual anxiety
soon takes the dash out of them—you bet !"—and this avowal
carne from a man of undoubted courage.
On reaching the mountains at the entrance of Apache
Pass, be pointed to a foot hill on the right, and gave me a
little sketch of the Chi-ri-ca-hui Apaches during his residence
on the spot. Until the winter of 1861-62, the Apaches of
that range had not shown any very determined hostility to
the Americans, and the mail company, for the two years
during which they ran coaches along this route, kept on good
terms with them, by giving occasional presents of blankets
and food. At the breaking out of the rebellion, however,
an upstart Federal officer, named Barkett, was sent to take
charge of this part of the country, and soon after his arrival
at the entrance of Apache Pass, where he formed his camp,
some Mexicans applied to him about a boy of theirs, whom they
.
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suspected had been stolen by the Apaches. Barkett summoned
the chief; Cachees, and his head men to the camp. Being
on friendly terms with the troops, the Indians immediately
responded to the summons. Cachees and his six head men,
however, positively denied the charge of kidnapping the boy ;
upon which orders for their arrest were immediately given.
Cachees, in a moment, slit open the canvas of the tent with
his scalping-knife, and escaped ; his companions were all
secured. A man named Wallace, who had long lived on the
most amicable terms with the tribe, volunteered to go alone
and treat with them. He did so, and sent back a message
to Barkett that, in his opinion, the boy had not been stolen
by them, but added that he himself was retained as a hostage
in their hands. Barkett became furious, and swore that he
would hang the red men if the boy was not returned that
night ; and he kept his word. On the hill to the left, those
half-dozen savages were strung up next morning ; and, shocking to relate, poor Wallace, who had trusted so implicitly to
the personal affection shown for him by the red-skins, was
immediately hanged on the summit of the hill on the opposite
side of the pass. This tragedy over, Cachees and his entire
band fled back once again to their mountain fastnesses, never
more to come in contact with the white man, unless in the
execution of their unquenchable revenge.
Fort Bowie is situated about six miles up the pass. It
consists of a small collection of adobe houses built on the
summit of a hill, which rises as a natural look-out station in the
centre of the defile, and commands the road both ways for two
or three miles of its length. The only officers at the time of
our visit were Lieutenant Carrol, Lieutenant Hubbard, and the
resident surgeon ; the only troops, one small company of forty
men. The officers insisted upon Lieutenant Lawson, Colton,
and myself, sharing their quarters ; they had not had a visitor,
of any kind for months, and had almost forgotten that the
world was inhabited. After luncheon I strolled out upon a
higher hill-top to choose a good position for taking a photograph of the fort and pass. The view was a very beautiful
one, for we were hemmed in on all sides by lofty mountains,
the most conspicuous of which is Helen's Dome, well shown
in the engraving. Some two miles distant in the pass the
sheep and oxen belonging to the fort were peacefully grazing,
when suddenly I perceived a commotion amongst the garrison.
All were hurrying to the highest part and looking towards
the cattle, from which direction I heard a few shots fired.
It appeared on inquiiy that the mail carrier going west to
Tucson had only gone on his way a short distance past the
cattle, just beyond the turning in the road which hid him
from the fort, when he suddenly came upon two Indians who
were stealthily creeping up towards the stock. Shots were
exchanged, and he immediately turned back to give the alarm
to the men guarding the cattle, and to the sentinels at the fort.
The Indians showed themselves two or three times in the open
and then disappeared. It was useless for us, with our wearied
horses, to join in the chase after a couple of naked red men, so
we remained behind.
So poorly supplied was this little fort, if such a term may be
applied to a collection of mud huts, that two horses represented
the entire stock. It was customary to keep one of them with the
herd and the other in the stable, and the favourite chestnut of
the lieutenant's, a high-mettled, splendid creature, happened this
day to be at home. It was immediately saddled. Carrol was
.
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quite young ; he had only seen eighteen summers, and looked
even younger, for his hair was very fair, and he had not the
least tinge of whisker on his smooth cheeks. I remember
watching him spring with one bound from the ground into his
saddle, wave his hand merrily to us, and then dash down the
steep winding road which led from the fort to the pass below.
Again we saw him racing as fast as the horse could gallop
along the pass after the mail carrier, who, being previously
mounted, had started off with the infantry. I went back to
my photography, for there were many views I wished to obtain,
but my friend, Lieutenant Lawson, 'could not remain long
inactive. He was a great character. Although very short,
quite grey with years, and not in the least like a military man,
he was the gamest little fellow I ever met. So fond of soldiering did he become during the war that he could not settle
down again to business. Though one of the steadiest of men,
and a religious man—a great rarity out west—he actually left
his good wife and family comfortably settled at Cincinnati,
changed his social position from wholesale hardware merchant
and ex-colonel of volunteers to simple lieutenant in the regular
army, and started to join a western regiment. The merest
chance of a brush with the Indians was irresistible ; so he
ordered out his six men and their six jaded horses, and off
they went down the winding road, and then away out of sight
along-the pass.
As the afternoon went by most of the infantry returned by
twos and threes, and we were just sitting down to dinner when
Lieutenant Lawson and his men rode into the fort. They had
hunted about all over the mountains and through the ravines,
but had encountered no savages, nor even caught a glimpse
of a red-skin. Carrol, to our surprise, was not with them.
We made inquiries, and found that all had reported themselves
excep t the lieutenant and the mail carrier. ' We questioned
those who had gone the farthest, and a shepherd just back
from over the hills, and these agreed that they had heard
the distant report of fire-arms, coming apparently from the
western plain. This was the direction the two red-skins had
taken. So we saddled our horses without a moment's delay,
and, with sickening forebodings in our hearts, started across
the mountains to the western plain. We scrambled up the
base of Helen's Dome, which was so steep as almost to baffle
our horses, well trained as they were to all sorts of bad
places ; then, after skirting the side for some distance, we
crossed a ravine to another mountain slope, down which we
plunged, over large blocks of limestone and marble, leading
our horses by the bridles, and clambering through them as
best we could. And every moment was precious, for the sun
had almost set before we reached the plain. Then we spread
out in line, nine in number ; for there was no enemy in sight,
and our only hope was to strike the trail ; for we knew they
must have passed somewhere in this direction. Every eye was
fixed on the ground, every blade of grass was closely scanned ;
our souls were in our eyes. At last one marked "pony tracks,"
then another called out, "This way they lead," not two, three,
or four tracks, but many ; perhaps a dozen. The white men
had evidently followed too far in pursuit, and, falling into an
ambuscade, had been cut off from their comrades. Most of
the hoof-prints were naked, but two were shod. These were
certainly those of the misSing horses. We could not hurry on
very rapidly without losing the trails, and yet there was not
.
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half an hour's daylight. For three miles farther we pressed
on, carefully "tracking our way." We passed a spot much
trampled down and blood-stained. Here the poor fellows had
made a stand ; had probably tried to cut their way back
through their enemies, who were driving them from the fort.
A little further, and all hope of one life was gone. The mail
Carrier lay stretched upon the open plain—scalped, naked,
and mutilated—in the setting sun. This poor man wore
whiskers, and the savages produced even a more startling
effect than usual by scalping one of them. Thus half of
the face was stripped of skin, and the bleeding muscles were
laid bare.
We could not stop a moment ; but, dragging up two huge
magay plants to mark the spot, we followed the pony-tracks.
The sun sank, and it was only by the red glare thrown up
from behind the horizon, and reflected by the bare mountains
of rock to the east of us, that we were able to track our way.
So difficult was it at last that we began to despair of ever
learning the fate of poor Carrol. We longed to see his dead
body; for the idea of being taken alive to be tortured and
roasted over a slow fire, whilst the fiends danced round him,
and exulted over his agony, was the one dread consummation
which made our blood run cold. No one spoke,' for we all
knew well that such would be his fate, if that sun had not
shone upon his corpse.
As we ,took a last searching look over the dimly-lighted
plain in front of us, we saw an object move slightly on the
grass. We quickly rode towards it, and in half a mile further
we found that it was the faithful dog of the lieutenant. He
was guarding the stiff ad lifeless body of his master. So we
wrapped the naked body in a saddle-clelth, and tied it on
a horse.
But for the moon, we should not have found the spot
where the mail carrier lay. We placed him also on another
horse, and then turned our faces towards the pass. The
wolves were already gathering round the spot, and the night
winds were blowing up cold and chill. The night before,
that same beautiful moon, which now shone peacefully down
upon us, had lighted us through the noble gorge in the
Peloncello mountains, while we sang choruses and enjoyed
the grandeur of the scene. This night she lighted us through
another gorge, in another range of mountains—Apache Pass—
but how different were our feelings, as slowly we marched in
mournful silence over the nine miles which led up to the fort !
Thus ended the 5th of November.
Next morning we buried the poor fellows in the little
graveyard amongst the mountains. The doctor read the
burial service, and Lieutenant Hubbard, Colton, Lawson, and
myself, were the chief mourners. When the final volley had
been fired over our two poor comrades, and I turned to glance
at the tablets of their companions, I read on the wooden
crosses over every grave but one the same sad story of their
fate—
"KILLED BY THE APACHES."
When Cachees' six best warriors were wantonly hanged five
years before, that bold chief vowed that for every one of his
lost comrades, a hundred white men should die by the hands
of himself and his band. Two more scalps were thus added
to the long strings of those which already hung from the belts
of the Chi-ri-ca-hui braves.

